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Transitional

This Style features a timeless, cozy & elegant aesthetic. 
This contemporary style is the perfect balance between the

traditional and modern design, allowing you to mix new & old 
 accessories to add personality to your space. 

Neutral tones, simply lines but also includes some
ornamentation and saturated colors to help spice the design up. 

This is for sure the most requested style. 
Store / Style References: Bassett / Ballards
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Neutral & Earthy 

This Style features an organic, modern & casual look. 
It's a subtle mix of minimalist + traditional + boho design. 

Some people also like to call it "Modern & Refined Farmhouse". 
This design emphases the use of organic materials and earthy

warm colors such as cream/off white, gray, black, 
taupe & browns, and a dash of greenery touches.

This is the most recommended style to achieve a modern,
 rustic & relaxed atmosphere for your home.

Store / Style References: Pottery Barn 
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Airy & Coastal

This style features a bright, calming and breezy vibe.
It blends the laid-back charm of coastal living with the sleekness of

modern design. It has the ability to bring the serene beauty of the sea
indoors to create a relaxed yet stylish atmosphere that feels

refreshing and inviting. Clean lines, natural textures and a muted
ocean-inspired color palette with a touch of silver or antique brass

finishes are the basis of this airy & sophisticate design style.  
Store / Style References: Serena & Lily 
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Dramatic Glam 

This style features a bold, luxury vibe.
 This opulent style focuses on creating an upscale feel, mixing ornate,

extravagant elements with bold colors and fancy, large geometrics
patterns.  Bold statement pieces and touchable textures like glittery
metals, crystals, furs, velvet and satin are always present in this style.

As in Art Deco Design, the color palette is usually dark (black or
charcoal base) spiced up with rich accent tones 

(emerald green, royal blue, golden yellow, bright pinks). 
Store / Style References:  Z Gallerie
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Livable Industrial 

This style brings an urban, rustic vibe to your place.
This design style incorporates lots of rustic elements

including exposed brick, large metal lightings fixtures, and all
kind of industrial-related objects. 

In order to achieve a muted, intimate and modern look, we
use dusty colors, like Off whites, Smokey greys, bronzed

blacks, coñac browns and moss green.
This style is popular for masculine or teen rooms. 

Store / Style References: Restoration Hardware


